A comparative study of thermal response of poly (vinyl methyl ether) in the presence of different hydrophilic and hydrophobic additives was performed by Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and optical microscopy. The effect of polymer concentration and additive content on the appearance and extent of the phase transition was determined. A detailed study of interaction mechanism in solutions with two hydrophobic additives showed differences in the way in which polymer globules are formed. For solutions containing t-butyl methyl ketone and t-butanol, measurements of 1 H spin-spin relaxations showed the presence of water and additive molecules bound in PVME globular structures. These originally-bound molecules are then slowly released from the globular-like structures. Incorporation of molecules into the globules disrupts the cooperativity of the transition and affects the size of globular structures.
Introduction
The applications of stimuli-responsive polymers are becoming more and more diversified. The ability of the polymers to change their behavior according to external conditions, and the possibility to moderate this effect, make such systems interesting for drug delivery applications, as sensors, and in cosmetics [1] [2] [3] [4] . Investigations of the transition phenomena in model systems can offer knowledge that is of practical use. Poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PVME) is a non-ionic water-soluble polymer with useful properties, such as biocompatibility, non-toxicity, low glass transition temperature and thermoresponsive behavior with lower critical solution temperature (LCST) around 308 K [5] [6] [7] . The phase transition effects for this polymer have been widely investigated by different experimental techniques, such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [8] [9] [10] , Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [11, 12] , and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy [6, 13, 14] .
Modification of the transition conditions (such as the transition temperature) of thermoresponsive polymers can be achieved in different ways, such as variation of the hydrophobicity of the polymer chain by copolymerization with hydrophobic or hydrophilic co-monomers or changes in the composition of the solvent by mixing the aqueous polymer solution with small molecules (additives) that alter the polymer-water interaction [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Additive molecules can sometimes be used as a crude model of a medical drug for examining drug delivery systems [19, 20] . The ability of an additive compound to interact with the polymer chain on the one hand and to bind water molecules on the other hand plays an important role in its influence on the transition mechanism [11] . In particular, the ability of the additive to be embedded into the polymer globules affects the mechanism of their formation and the kinetics of water release and, possibly, also the additive release from the globular structures. Based on their influence on polymer structure, it is possible to distinguish two types of additives, namely those that either stabilize or destabilize the hydration structure surrounding the polymer chain [21] .
In previous studies of similar systems, it was found that even a small amount of an additive can change the transition temperature and the mechanism of the phase separation in PVME solutions. For example, although propanol has almost no effect on this polymer behavior, lower molecular weight alcohols are able to relatively stabilize the polymer structure, whereas higher alcohols and simple inorganic salts tend to destabilize the structure, i.e., lead to lower transition temperatures [18, 22] .
In this work we perform a comparative analysis of the phase separation of PVME in the presence of structurally similar additives, t-butyl methyl ketone (TBMK), t-butyl methyl ether (TBME), t-butylamine (TBAm), and t-butanol (TBOH) differing in individual chemical groups (carbonyl, ether, amine, and hydroxyl group, respectively). Several experimental techniques were used in this investigation. NMR and FTIR were used to individually analyze the additive, water, and polymer segments and analyze their mobility and interactions during the transition. DSC and optical microscopy were used to characterize the macroscopic behavior of the sample as a whole. Differences in the mechanism of transition because of the presence of these additives are discussed.
Experimental Section

Materials
PVME was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and was supplied as 50 wt % aqueous solution (molecular weight determined by SEC in THF was M w = 60,500, M w /M n « 3). t-Butyl methyl ketone, t-butyl methyl ether, t-butylamine, and t-butanol (see Figure 1 for the structures) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and were used as obtained. After drying, the polymer was used to prepare PVME in D 2 O (99.96% of deuterium) solutions with polymer concentrations c P = 0.5´10 wt % and concentrations of additives c ad = 0´10 wt %. All the PVME/D 2 O samples in 5 mm NMR tubes were degassed and were sealed under argon; sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS) was used as an internal NMR standard.
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Experimental Section
Materials
PVME was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and was supplied as 50 wt % aqueous solution (molecular weight determined by SEC in THF was Mw = 60,500, Mw/Mn ≈ 3). t-Butyl methyl ketone, t-butyl methyl ether, t-butylamine, and t-butanol (see Figure 1 for the structures) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and were used as obtained. After drying, the polymer was used to prepare PVME in D2O (99.96% of deuterium) solutions with polymer concentrations cP = 0.5−10 wt % and concentrations of additives cad = 0−10 wt %. All the PVME/D2O samples in 5 mm NMR tubes were degassed and were sealed under argon; sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS) was used as an internal NMR standard.
TBMK TBME TBAm TBOH Figure 1 . Structural formulae of t-butyl methyl ketone (TBMK); t-butyl methyl ether (TBME); t-butylamine (TBAm); and t-butanol (TBOH).
NMR Mesurements
1 H NMR spectra were measured with a Bruker 600 MHz Avance III spectrometer (Billerica, MA, USA, 5 mm NMR tubes were used). The integrated signal intensities were determined with the spectrometer integration software with an accuracy of ±1%. The temperature was kept constant within ±0.2 K with a BVT 3000 temperature unit. The typical measurement conditions for 1 H were as follows: a spectral width of 6 kHz, a pulse width of 10 μs (90° pulse) and a relaxation delay of 20 s. Structural formulae of t-butyl methyl ketone (TBMK); t-butyl methyl ether (TBME); t-butylamine (TBAm); and t-butanol (TBOH).
1 H NMR spectra were measured with a Bruker 600 MHz Avance III spectrometer (Billerica, MA, USA, 5 mm NMR tubes were used). The integrated signal intensities were determined with the spectrometer integration software with an accuracy of˘1%. The temperature was kept constant within˘0.2 K with a BVT 3000 temperature unit. The typical measurement conditions for 1 H were as follows: a spectral width of 6 kHz, a pulse width of 10 µs (90˝pulse) and a relaxation delay of 20 s. The 1 H spin-spin relaxation times T 2 were measured with the CPMG pulse sequence 90˝x-(t d -180˝x-t d ) n -acquisition, for t d = 0.5 ms.
Infrared Spectroscopy
Attenuated total reflectance (ATR) FTIR spectra of the PVME solution, neat PVME (containing a small amount of absorbed water), TBME, and TBMK solutions were collected with a Nicolet Nexus 870 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) purged with dry air and equipped with a cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector. The samples were measured on a horizontal ATR Golden Gate unit (SPECAC Ltd., Orpington, UK) with a diamond prism and a controlled heated top plate; the spectral resolution was 4 cm´1. All the spectra were processed with the advanced ATR correction with OMNIC TM software (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The spectrum of neat D 2 O at the corresponding temperature was subtracted to better visualize the dissolved compounds. In addition, the spectrum of PVME at the corresponding temperature was subtracted from spectra in Figure 8d ,e to visualize the TBME additive only; this subtraction is responsible for the baseline distortion. The spectra were scaled.
DSC
DSC measurements were performed with a differential scanning calorimeter, Pyris 1 (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA); two complete cycles with heating and cooling rates of 5 K¨min´1 over a range of 275-325 K were performed. Samples of approximately 10 mg were encapsulated in aluminum pans. The transition was characterized by calculation of the enthalpy changes per unit mass of PVME through integration of the experimental DSC thermograms.
Optical Microscopy
Optical microscope measurements were carried out under nitrogen atmosphere with a Nikon Eclipse 80i (Nikon Instruments, Amsterdam, Netherlands); a camera, PixeLINK PL-A662 (PixeLINK, Ottawa, ON, Canada); and a temperature cell, Linkam LTS350 (Linkam Scientific Instruments, Surrey, UK). Development of the morphology was observed for a thin sample layer placed between a support glass slide and a cover slip, with 50-fold magnification. The heating rate was 1 K¨min´1, and before each experiment, the samples were always maintained at the experimental temperature for 1 min.
Results and Discussion
Influence of Additives on the Phase Transition
The intensity and shape of the polymer, additive, and water HDO signals in NMR spectra vary with temperature. The polymer signal vanishes from the high-resolution NMR spectra because of broadening (often extreme) of the polymer peak due to the restriction in the mobility of polymer chains upon formation of the solid-like globules [5, 11] . Figure 2 shows 1 H NMR spectra as detected for the neat PVME solution and solutions of PVME with additives at temperatures above the transition of each particular system. The shapes of the peaks in the spectra are different for individual additives and for the pure PVME solution.
We can distinguish two types of polymer peaks [5] . The first type corresponds to flexible polymer segments which are not involved in compact globular structures (the narrow part of the CH 3 O peak at 3.5 ppm in spectrum a, Figure 2 ). The second type is assigned to the major part of polymer units which form solid-like globular structures (the broad part of the same peak from 4 to 5 ppm). The presence of additives strongly affects the shape of both polymer band components. As shown in Figure 2 , the signal of the units in globular structures is extremely broadened, so it is no longer visible in the spectra (spectra in Figure 2b -e); this disappearance suggests that the polymer units involved in globules formed in solutions with additives show higher immobilization in comparison with collapsed units in the solution of neat PVME. Further, it follows from Figure 2 that the shape of NMR signal corresponding to PVME group CHOCH 3 depends on the additive. The solution with TBME shows quite narrow CHOCH 3 peak whereas, for solutions with others additives, this peak broadens.
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where I is the integrated intensity of the given polymer line in a partly phase-separated system and I 0 is the integrated intensity of this line if no phase separation occurs [11, 23] .
Temperature dependences of the fraction p as obtained from integrated intensities of CHOCH 3 protons of PVME are shown for neat PVME solution (c P = 5 wt %) and PVME solutions with c ad = 5 wt % in Figure 3 . For all polymer and additive concentrations investigated, the solutions show a qualitatively similar behavior of the polymer CHOCH 3 proton intensities. From Figure 3 it follows that all solutions with additives exhibit broader transition region than the solution with neat PVME; this effect is the most significant in PVME/TBMK solution where the transition is~12 K broad. Transition temperature was detected as the temperature in the middle of the transition, i.e., where the signal has decreased by 50%. Figure 4 shows the dependence of transition temperature on additive concentration for solutions with c P = 5 wt %. For TBAm and TBOH, increasing concentration was observed to lead to a slight shift of transition temperature to higher values; at the same time the transition extent (fraction p above the transition in Figure 3 ) decreases as compared with the neat PVME. TBAm and TBOH molecules obviously stabilize polymer-solvent interactions and prevent hydrophobic polymer-polymer interactions. Such stabilizing effect was detected in aqueous solutions of PVME and lower molecular weight alcohols [15, 18, 22] . Temperature, K Phase separated fraction PVME TBMK TBME TBOH TBAm Figure 3 . Temperature dependences of the fraction p as obtained from integrated intensities of CHOCH3 protons of PVME in neat PVME solution (cP = 5 wt % in D2O) and PVME/additives solutions (cP = 5 wt %, cad = 5 wt % in D2O). . Concentration dependence of the transition temperature for PVME/additives solutions (cP = 5 wt % PVME in D2O).
On the other hand, increasing the concentration of the additives TBMK and TBME in the system promotes destabilization of the hydration structure surrounding the polymer chain; increasing this concentration significantly decreases the transition temperature. As shown in Figure 4 , this effect is more pronounced for TBMK. The presence of the ether additive only results in changes of the transition temperature, and no broadening of the transition region was observed. Similarly as TBMK and TBME, higher alcohols, and simple inorganic salts tend to destabilize the structure, i.e., lead to lower transition temperatures in aqueous solutions of PVME [18] . The values of fraction p above the transition in PVME/TBMK and PVME/TBME solutions reach ~0.9 similarly as the values in neat PVME solution. We assume that the remaining minority mobile component (~10%), which does not take part in the phase transition, comes from low-molecular weight oligomers as it was shown for PVME/D2O solutions [24] . Temperature, K Phase separated fraction PVME TBMK TBME TBOH TBAm Figure 3 . Temperature dependences of the fraction p as obtained from integrated intensities of CHOCH3 protons of PVME in neat PVME solution (cP = 5 wt % in D2O) and PVME/additives solutions (cP = 5 wt %, cad = 5 wt % in D2O). . Concentration dependence of the transition temperature for PVME/additives solutions (cP = 5 wt % PVME in D2O).
On the other hand, increasing the concentration of the additives TBMK and TBME in the system promotes destabilization of the hydration structure surrounding the polymer chain; increasing this concentration significantly decreases the transition temperature. As shown in Figure 4 , this effect is more pronounced for TBMK. The presence of the ether additive only results in changes of the transition temperature, and no broadening of the transition region was observed. Similarly as TBMK and TBME, higher alcohols, and simple inorganic salts tend to destabilize the structure, i.e., lead to lower transition temperatures in aqueous solutions of PVME [18] . The values of fraction p above the transition in PVME/TBMK and PVME/TBME solutions reach ~0.9 similarly as the values in neat PVME solution. We assume that the remaining minority mobile component (~10%), which does not take part in the phase transition, comes from low-molecular weight oligomers as it was shown for PVME/D2O solutions [24] . On the other hand, increasing the concentration of the additives TBMK and TBME in the system promotes destabilization of the hydration structure surrounding the polymer chain; increasing this concentration significantly decreases the transition temperature. As shown in Figure 4 , this effect is more pronounced for TBMK. The presence of the ether additive only results in changes of the transition temperature, and no broadening of the transition region was observed. Similarly as TBMK and TBME, higher alcohols, and simple inorganic salts tend to destabilize the structure, i.e., lead to lower transition temperatures in aqueous solutions of PVME [18] . The values of fraction p above the transition in PVME/TBMK and PVME/TBME solutions reach~0.9 similarly as the values in neat PVME solution. We assume that the remaining minority mobile component (~10%), which does not take part in the phase transition, comes from low-molecular weight oligomers as it was shown for PVME/D 2 O solutions [24] .
The effect of polymer concentration on the phase transition of solutions with hydrophilic and hydrophobic additives (TBAm and TBME, respectively) is seen in Figure 5 . For higher PVME concentrations (c p = 10 wt %) in PVME/TBAm solution, the dependence is shifted by~4 K to lower values. This shift of the transition is probably a consequence of the preferred polymer-polymer contacts at higher concentration, allowing hydrophobic interactions to predominate at lower temperatures. More complicated behavior was detected for solutions with hydrophobic TBME. An increase of the transition temperature is observed for additive concentration c ad = 3 wt % and higher polymer concentration, apparently since the number of hydrophobic additive molecules per polymer segment decreases and, thus, hydrophobic interactions of the additive with the chain are reduced. Subsequently, for more concentrated polymer solutions and c ad > 5 wt %, the transition temperature decreases by~4 K. The solvent quality for such high TBME concentrations is probably reduced and the phase transition occurs already at lower temperatures. These two different mechanisms controlling LCST shift were described for aqueous solutions of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and hydrophobic benzaldehydes [19] .
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Mobility of Water and Additive Molecules during Phase Transition
The mobilities of the additive and water molecules were studied using NMR spin-spin relaxation time T2 [5, 11] . To follow the changes in the behavior of the water and additive in the presence of the polymer, a comparative analysis of T2 was performed at temperatures below and above the transition. In this respect it is useful to define T2im as the ratio of the measured T2 values in the polymer-additive system T2(pvme+additive) and in the corresponding additive/D2O solution T2(additive) at the same temperature (T2im = T2(pvme+additive)/T2(additive)) [20] . The value of T2im gives temperature-independent information about the extent of the immobilization of the water and additive molecules caused by the presence of the polymer. The comparison of these quantities for HDO molecules and for the t-butyl group of the additives is given in Table 1 . If no interaction with the polymer occurs, the value of T2im should be equal to 1 (if the effects of viscosity can be neglected). The lower the resulting value, the higher the immobilization effect caused by the polymer-water or polymer-additive interaction. Figure 5 . Concentration dependence of the transition temperature for PVME/TBME and PVME/TBAm solutions for two various polymer concentrations c P = 5 and 10 wt % PVME in D 2 O.
The mobilities of the additive and water molecules were studied using NMR spin-spin relaxation time T 2 [5, 11] . To follow the changes in the behavior of the water and additive in the presence of the polymer, a comparative analysis of T 2 was performed at temperatures below and above the transition. In this respect it is useful to define T 2im as the ratio of the measured T 2 values in the polymer-additive system T 2(pvme+additive) and in the corresponding additive/D 2 O solution T 2(additive) at the same temperature (T 2im = T 2(pvme+additive) /T 2(additive) ) [20] . The value of T 2im gives temperature-independent information about the extent of the immobilization of the water and additive molecules caused by the presence of the polymer. The comparison of these quantities for HDO molecules and for the t-butyl group of the additives is given in Table 1 . If no interaction with the polymer occurs, the value of T 2im should be equal to 1 (if the effects of viscosity can be neglected). The lower the resulting value, the higher the immobilization effect caused by the polymer-water or polymer-additive interaction. Table 1 . T 2im parameters for the PVME/additive solutions (c P = 5 wt %, c ad = 5 wt %). Relaxation parameters T 2im detected in PVME/TBOH and PVME/TBAm solutions below LCST reach similar values, see Table 1 . T 2im values of the additive t-butyl group are almost equal to 1, values as obtained for water molecules are somewhat lower which could indicate a slight interaction with the polymer as well as the influence of chemical exchange. Different relaxation behavior of molecules in solutions with hydrophilic additives was found at elevated temperatures above LCST. T 2im values of molecules in PVME/TBAm solution remain high even above the transition while a reduction of T 2im values was observed for water and additive molecules in PVME/TBOH solution. The greater immobilization above the transition temperature for TBOH and water can be attributed to the effect of incorporation of a certain portion of these molecules into the globular structures.
Temperature
Changes in the mobility of solvent molecules as a function of time were found to arise from the effects of solvent molecules being released from the polymer globular structure. The investigated samples were kept for the whole time in the magnet of NMR spectrometer at elevated temperature and the time dependence of T 2 values was measured. Figure 6a shows that T 2 values of HDO and t-butyl group in the PVME/TBOH solution very slowly increased with time, reaching after tens of hours a value similar to that observed at temperatures below the transition. These results provide evidence that water and additive originally bound in globules are, over time, very slowly released (squeezed out) from the globular structures. Such behavior was previously detected in aqueous solutions of neat PVME solutions [5, 11] . In contrast, for TBAm solutions no such changes in T 2 as a function of time were observed, confirming the idea that globules formed in these solutions do not contain bound water or/and additive.
Polymers 2015, 7, page-page 7 Relaxation parameters T2im detected in PVME/TBOH and PVME/TBAm solutions below LCST reach similar values, see Table 1 . T2im values of the additive t-butyl group are almost equal to 1, values as obtained for water molecules are somewhat lower which could indicate a slight interaction with the polymer as well as the influence of chemical exchange. Different relaxation behavior of molecules in solutions with hydrophilic additives was found at elevated temperatures above LCST. T2im values of molecules in PVME/TBAm solution remain high even above the transition while a reduction of T2im values was observed for water and additive molecules in PVME/TBOH solution. The greater immobilization above the transition temperature for TBOH and water can be attributed to the effect of incorporation of a certain portion of these molecules into the globular structures.
Changes in the mobility of solvent molecules as a function of time were found to arise from the effects of solvent molecules being released from the polymer globular structure. The investigated samples were kept for the whole time in the magnet of NMR spectrometer at elevated temperature and the time dependence of T2 values was measured. Figure 6a shows that T2 values of HDO and t-butyl group in the PVME/TBOH solution very slowly increased with time, reaching after tens of hours a value similar to that observed at temperatures below the transition. These results provide evidence that water and additive originally bound in globules are, over time, very slowly released (squeezed out) from the globular structures. Such behavior was previously detected in aqueous solutions of neat PVME solutions [5, 11] . In contrast, for TBAm solutions no such changes in T2 as a function of time were observed, confirming the idea that globules formed in these solutions do not contain bound water or/and additive. It follows from Table 1 that, for the solution with TBMK, T2im of water and t-butyl group reach substantially lower values indicating that water and additive molecules are strongly involved in interactions with the polymer at temperatures both below and above LCST. For TBME, the solvent and additive molecules are only slightly affected by the presence of the polymer. Similarly as in the case of PVME/TBOH solutions, a time-dependent experiment (Figure 6b ) confirmed that molecules originally bound in collapsed polymer structures of PVME/TBMK solution are slowly released.
FTIR Spectroscopy
As indicated by the concentration dependences of the transition temperature in Figure 4 and NMR relaxations, solutions with TBMK and TBME showed substantial differences during phase transition. A detailed FTIR study confirmed different interaction mechanisms taking place in these solutions. On the other hand, no or negligible differences were recorded in FTIR spectra of PVME/TBOH and PVME/TBAm solutions and they were, thus, no longer analyzed.
Corrected ATR FTIR spectra of TMBK systems are presented in Figure 7 . In the presence of two PVME bands that are assigned to the stretching vibration of the carbonyl group of TBMK are present It follows from Table 1 that, for the solution with TBMK, T 2im of water and t-butyl group reach substantially lower values indicating that water and additive molecules are strongly involved in interactions with the polymer at temperatures both below and above LCST. For TBME, the solvent and additive molecules are only slightly affected by the presence of the polymer. Similarly as in the case of PVME/TBOH solutions, a time-dependent experiment (Figure 6b ) confirmed that molecules originally bound in collapsed polymer structures of PVME/TBMK solution are slowly released.
Corrected ATR FTIR spectra of TMBK systems are presented in Figure 7 . In the presence of two PVME bands that are assigned to the stretching vibration of the carbonyl group of TBMK are present at 278 K (spectrum d in Figure 7) ; one band is at 1705 cm´1, which is close to the position of the band for the neat form of the compound (spectrum a) [25] , and a second band is at 1688 cm´1, which corresponds to the hydrated form of TBMK (spectra b and c). As the temperature increases to 301 K (well above LCST), only the band that represents the neat form is present at 1707 cm´1. In the presence of PVME, the positions the symmetric CH 3 deformation bands are almost identical to the locations of the bands in the neat TBMK (1365 cm´1 and 1355 cm´1) . The above observations could signify that below the transition temperature, domains rich in TBMK and attached to the polymer exist. The surfaces of these domains interact with water molecules through hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl groups of TBMK; thus, two carbonyl bands are present in the spectra below the transition-a hydrated band and a band similar to the neat TBMK. Above the transition temperature, the methyl groups remain in the same environment, whereas the carbonyl groups experience an environment similar to that of the neat TBMK and are no longer in contact with water molecules-this result could be consistent with the entrance of TBMK into the interior of the collapsed PVME globules.
Polymers 2015, 7, page-page 8 at 278 K (spectrum d in Figure 7) ; one band is at 1705 cm −1 , which is close to the position of the band for the neat form of the compound (spectrum a) [25] , and a second band is at 1688 cm −1 , which corresponds to the hydrated form of TBMK (spectra b and c). As the temperature increases to 301 K (well above LCST), only the band that represents the neat form is present at 1707 cm −1 . In the presence of PVME, the positions the symmetric CH3 deformation bands are almost identical to the locations of the bands in the neat TBMK (1365 cm −1 and 1355 cm −1 ). The above observations could signify that below the transition temperature, domains rich in TBMK and attached to the polymer exist. The surfaces of these domains interact with water molecules through hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl groups of TBMK; thus, two carbonyl bands are present in the spectra below the transition-a hydrated band and a band similar to the neat TBMK. Above the transition temperature, the methyl groups remain in the same environment, whereas the carbonyl groups experience an environment similar to that of the neat TBMK and are no longer in contact with water molecules-this result could be consistent with the entrance of TBMK into the interior of the collapsed PVME globules. Corrected ATR FTIR spectra of TMBK at a temperature of 301 K (a); TBMK in D2O at a concentration of 5 wt % and a temperature 278 K (b); TBMK in D2O at a concentration of 5 wt % and a temperature 301 K (c); PVME/TBMK/D2O at cP = 0.5 wt % and cad = 5 wt % and a temperature of 278 K (d); and PVME/TBMK/D2O at cP = 0.5 wt % and cad = 5 wt % and a temperature of 301 K (e).
In the spectrum of neat TBME, the CH3 symmetric deformation bands are located at 1386 and 1364 cm −1 (spectrum Figure 8a) . In the presence of PVME the positions of these two bands are identical to the locations of the bands in the spectra of TBME hydrated with D2O at 278 K. Upon an increase in temperature to 301 K (above LCST), these two bands shift to positions identical to those in neat TBME. In the spectrum of neat TBME, the band assigned to the C-O stretching vibration of the methoxy group is located at 1086 cm −1 [26] . An appearance of the second band at 1046 cm −1 , in the presence of PVME, most likely corresponds to the hydrated form of TBME. The above observations confirm that below the transition temperature the methyl groups of TBME are hydrated. Above the transition temperature, the methyl groups are located in an environment similar to neat TBME. The two C-O stretching vibration bands in the methoxy group that are present in the spectra below and above the transition temperature (spectra Figure 8d,e) indicate the presence of two types of additive molecules; the α band most likely corresponds to TBME molecules that are isolated from each other and in which the dipole-dipole intermolecular interaction has been eliminated. The β band at the lower wavenumbers probably corresponds to hydrated TBME molecules in which the methoxy oxygen is involved in hydrogen bonds with the solvating D2O molecules. In the spectrum of neat TBME, the CH 3 symmetric deformation bands are located at 1386 and 1364 cm´1 (spectrum Figure 8a) . In the presence of PVME the positions of these two bands are identical to the locations of the bands in the spectra of TBME hydrated with D 2 O at 278 K. Upon an increase in temperature to 301 K (above LCST), these two bands shift to positions identical to those in neat TBME. In the spectrum of neat TBME, the band assigned to the C-O stretching vibration of the methoxy group is located at 1086 cm´1 [26] . An appearance of the second band at 1046 cm´1, in the presence of PVME, most likely corresponds to the hydrated form of TBME. The above observations confirm that below the transition temperature the methyl groups of TBME are hydrated. Above the transition temperature, the methyl groups are located in an environment similar to neat TBME. The two C-O stretching vibration bands in the methoxy group that are present in the spectra below and above the transition temperature (spectra Figure 8d,e) indicate the presence of two types of additive molecules; the α band most likely corresponds to TBME molecules that are isolated from each other and in which the dipole-dipole intermolecular interaction has been eliminated. The β band at the lower wavenumbers probably corresponds to hydrated TBME molecules in which the methoxy oxygen is involved in hydrogen bonds with the solvating D 2 O molecules. Corrected ATR FTIR spectra of (a) TBME at a temperature of 301 K; (b) TBME in D2O at a concentration of 5 wt % and a temperature of 278 K; (c) TBME in D2O at a concentration of 5 wt % and a temperature of 301 K; (d) PVME/TBME/D2O at cP = 10 wt % and cad = 5 wt % and a temperature of 278 K; and (e) PVME/TBME/D2O at cP = 10 wt % and cad = 5 wt % and a temperature of 301 K.
From the results obtained from NMR relaxation and FTIR experiments, we can suggest that globular structures formed in TBME solutions above LCST do not contain a substantial amount of bound water or additive molecules; the slight mobility restriction of water and TBME could be caused by interactions of these molecules with the surface of the polymer globules. On the other hand, for TBMK solutions we observe a strong mobility reduction of the additive and water molecules. This fact can be explained by the interactions between the polymer chain and the TBMK carbonyl group that are mediated by one or more water molecules.
Cooperativity of the Phase Transition
The temperature dependences of p-fraction shown in Figure 3 can be used for determining the enthalpy and entropy changes during phase transition, considering this process as the competition between non-phase separated (coil) and phase separated (globule) states governed by the Gibbs free energy. The van´t Hoff equation describes temperature changes of the equilibrium constant K of the coil-globule transition as follows:
where ΔHNMR and ΔSNMR are the changes in enthalpy and entropy, respectively, and R is the gas constant. In relation to the p-fraction the equilibrium constant K can be written as the ratio:
where pmax are values of fraction p above the transition. The dependences of R ln(p/(pmax − p)) on −1/T were fitted with linear regression according to Equations (2) and (3) and the parameters ΔHNMR are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 contains also enthalpy changes ΔHDSC as obtained from DSC measurements and recalculated to mol of monomer units where the enthalpy data for neat PVME quite well agree with the literature [27, 28] . Enthalpy values ΔHDSC can be compared with those determined from NMR. Assuming that the phase transition is a cooperative process and the polymer chain consists of cooperative units (domains) which undergo transition as a whole [29] [30] [31] , the values ΔHNMR are thus related to mol of cooperative units. The ratio ΔHNMR/ΔHDSC represents the average number of monomer units in one cooperative domain and can provide a quantitative analysis of the degree of cooperativity (cf. Table 2 ). For the 5 wt % solution of neat PVME and solutions of PVME Corrected ATR FTIR spectra of (a) TBME at a temperature of 301 K; (b) TBME in D 2 O at a concentration of 5 wt % and a temperature of 278 K; (c) TBME in D 2 O at a concentration of 5 wt % and a temperature of 301 K; (d) PVME/TBME/D 2 O at c P = 10 wt % and c ad = 5 wt % and a temperature of 278 K; and (e) PVME/TBME/D 2 O at c P = 10 wt % and c ad = 5 wt % and a temperature of 301 K.
where ∆H NMR and ∆S NMR are the changes in enthalpy and entropy, respectively, and R is the gas constant. In relation to the p-fraction the equilibrium constant K can be written as the ratio:
where p max are values of fraction p above the transition. The dependences of R ln(p/(p max´p )) oń 1/T were fitted with linear regression according to Equations (2) and (3) and the parameters ∆H NMR are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 contains also enthalpy changes ∆H DSC as obtained from DSC measurements and recalculated to mol of monomer units where the enthalpy data for neat PVME quite well agree with the literature [27, 28] . Enthalpy values ∆H DSC can be compared with those determined from NMR. Assuming that the phase transition is a cooperative process and the polymer chain consists of cooperative units (domains) which undergo transition as a whole [29] [30] [31] , the values ∆H NMR are thus related to mol of cooperative units. The ratio ∆H NMR /∆H DSC represents the average number of monomer units in one cooperative domain and can provide a quantitative analysis of the degree of cooperativity (cf. Table 2 ). For the 5 wt % solution of neat PVME and solutions of PVME with TBME and TBAm (c ad = 5 wt %), the size of the domains agrees quite well with the average degree of polymerization (D P of PVME~348), thus showing that, in this case, the cooperative unit is the whole polymer chain. For solutions with TBMK and TBOH (c ad = 5 wt %), these domains are smaller and consist of only 140 and 170 monomer units, respectively. As follows from relaxation experiments, a certain amount of water and additive molecules is incorporated into the globules formed in these two solutions. This process is obviously time-consuming and disrupts the cooperativity of the transition; cooperative units are smaller and the phase transition is broader. The difference in the structure and size of the polymer globules in the presence of the additives can be demonstrated by the optical microscopy images shown in Figure 9 . This figure demonstrates that globular structures formed above LCST transition in aqueous PVME/TBMK and PVME/TBOH solutions are somewhat smaller than those observed for solutions with other additives and neat PVME. This finding corresponds to the data in Table 2 where size of cooperative domains as calculated for PVME/TBOH and PVME/TBMK solutions is about twice smaller in comparison with domains formed in other solutions and this is obviously macroscopically manifested in smaller polymer aggregations. Interestingly enough, polymer agglomerates formed in PVME/TBME solutions show strong separation and well-defined surfaces. This could be the consequence of the fact that 90% of polymer chains are involved in the collapsed structures, as follows from the fraction p above the transition, and at the same time these structures do not contain any bound water or additive.
Polymers 2015, 7, page-page with TBME and TBAm (cad = 5 wt %), the size of the domains agrees quite well with the average degree of polymerization (DP of PVME ~ 348), thus showing that, in this case, the cooperative unit is the whole polymer chain. For solutions with TBMK and TBOH (cad = 5 wt %), these domains are smaller and consist of only 140 and 170 monomer units, respectively. As follows from relaxation experiments, a certain amount of water and additive molecules is incorporated into the globules formed in these two solutions. This process is obviously time-consuming and disrupts the cooperativity of the transition; cooperative units are smaller and the phase transition is broader. The difference in the structure and size of the polymer globules in the presence of the additives can be demonstrated by the optical microscopy images shown in Figure 9 . This figure demonstrates that globular structures formed above LCST transition in aqueous PVME/TBMK and PVME/TBOH solutions are somewhat smaller than those observed for solutions with other additives and neat PVME. This finding corresponds to the data in Table 2 where size of cooperative domains as calculated for PVME/TBOH and PVME/TBMK solutions is about twice smaller in comparison with domains formed in other solutions and this is obviously macroscopically manifested in smaller polymer aggregations. Interestingly enough, polymer agglomerates formed in PVME/TBME solutions show strong separation and well-defined surfaces. This could be the consequence of the fact that 90% of polymer chains are involved in the collapsed structures, as follows from the fraction p above the transition, and at the same time these structures do not contain any bound water or additive. Figure 9 . Photomicrographs of the neat PVME solution (cP = 5 wt % in D2O) (a) and solutions with additives TBMK (b); TBME (c); TBOH (d); and TBAm (e) (cP = 5 wt %, cad = 5 wt %) recorded at temperatures above the transitions of the particular systems.
Conclusions
Temperature-induced phase separation of PVME in the presence of small additives was investigated with various techniques. It has been shown that the interactions and dynamics during the phase transition are significantly influenced by the chemical structure of an additive molecule and hydrophobic additives more strongly affect polymer transition than additives with hydrophilic character. A slight stabilizing effect of hydrogen bonding was manifested in the presence of 
Temperature-induced phase separation of PVME in the presence of small additives was investigated with various techniques. It has been shown that the interactions and dynamics during the phase transition are significantly influenced by the chemical structure of an additive molecule and hydrophobic additives more strongly affect polymer transition than additives with hydrophilic character. A slight stabilizing effect of hydrogen bonding was manifested in the presence of hydrophilic additives TBOH and TBAm in PVME solution by the shift of the transition region towards higher temperatures and by a decrease of the fraction of PVME units involved in globular structures. A clear pronounced decreasing effect on the LCST was found for hydrophobic TBME and TBMK additives, which obviously facilitate the phase separation process. Detailed FTIR analysis showed that TBMK is in a strong interaction with the carbonyl group of the additive and the ether group of the polymer even before phase transition, in contrast to TBME, with which no polymer interaction occurs before the transition. Two different mechanisms controlling LCST shift were suggested from polymer concentration dependences.
From comparison of thermodynamical parameters, as obtained from NMR and DSC, the size of the cooperative units undergoing the transition as a whole was determined. Cooperative domains in PVME/TBOH and PVME/TBMK solutions are about twice smaller in comparison with those formed in other solutions, and this is macroscopically manifested in smaller polymer aggregations. NMR relaxation experiments confirmed that a certain portion of water and additive molecules remained bound in PVME globules in the solutions with TBOH and TBMK. The incorporation of water and additive molecules into the globules, thus, leads to reduced cooperativity of the transition and influences the size of polymer aggregations formed above LCST. The originally-bound molecules are, over time, very slowly released from phase-separated globules.
